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Archaeological Investigation of Site T11/454, Compartment 104,
Whangapoua Forest, Coromandel Peninsula
Introduction
The excavation of site T11/454 was conducted over three days, from the 20th to the 23rd of
November 2006. Site T11/454 is located within the Weiti Block of Whangapoua Forest. The site
is situated on the eastern margins of the foothills of the Coromandel Ranges, approximately
25 metres above sea level, on the crest of the first spur of a north-running ridgeline forming
the mouth of the Weiti Valley (see Figure 1). The excavation of site T11/454 was undertaken to
mitigate the loss of archaeological information expected during the forming of a road to access
a landing in the valley. The archaeological deposits investigated within the affected area were
recorded and results are presented below.
The investigation was carried out under Authority 2005/71 granted pursuant to the Historic
Places Act 1993.
A previous excavation at site T11/981 (Felgate 2006), located approximately 250 metres north
on the principal ridgeline, provides some context to this excavation. Like T11/454, T11/981 was
investigated to mitigate damage from the formation of a forestry road. It should be noted that
T11/981 is actually an aggregate of two previously recorded archaeological sites: T11/961 and
T11/962 recorded in 2004.
Physiography
This segment of the spur is 80 m long and effectively forms the toe of the spur. North of the level
area the spur rises steeply (approximately 35 m elevation over 170 m) to the crest of the ridge
where T11/981 (including T11/961 and T11/962) is located. The crest of the spur where T11/454
is located is between 5 and 10 metres above the Weiti Stream and its surrounding flood-plain.
The width of the spur crest varies between 5 and 8 m. Approximately 250 m east of the spur
there is an extensive flood-plain formed by the Weiti Stream and the Whangamaroro River,
which is almost a kilometre wide at this point and where the sandy loam soils are suitable for
kumara plantation. At the time of the investigation the site was in pasture, and as part of the
facilities used by the Mercury Bay Pony Club several horse-jumps had been constructed on the
site
Excavation method
Initial assessment of the area indicated the presence of shell midden deposits within the line of
the proposed road extension. Visible midden deposits on the eastern slopes of the spur as well
as in an existing track-cutting were the initial evidence used to classify the area as an archaeological site.
Robert Shepherd (Ernslaw One) marked the boundaries of the proposed road extension and
a mechanical digger stripped approximately 25-30 cm of turf and topsoil across the defined
road line zone only. Archaeological features including post-holes and hearths were exposed and
shell middens were identified initially. A thin lens of shell midden deposit was visible within the
soil profile. The greatest concentration was, however, evident on the crest of the spur.
The exposed area was excavated further by hand. Post-holes were completely excavated and
attributes such as their dimensions and nature of their fill were recorded. Fireplace, or hearth,
features were excavated, first in half-section and significant attributes recorded and photographic records made.
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T11/454
Figure 1. From New Zealand topographic map section T11. Shows position of site T11/454 . Actual
grid reference; NZ map grid 2747330/6481299.
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Figure 2. View looking south over excavation and proposed road extension line across spur. Note
location of midden concentration (black lines).

Two bulk samples were taken from the dense concentration of shell midden for analysis and
radiocarbon dating. This midden deposit was then excavated to determine the presence of any
separate or distinct features, either within it or underneath it.
Less than 5% of T11/454 was investigated.
Results
Site T11/454 is composed of two stratigraphic horizons (A and B). The underlying B-horizon
is a sterile deposit composed of a uniform yellowish-brown tephra (probably Waihi tephra)
overlaying older clays at depth. The A-horizon consists of dark greyish-brown/black weathered tephra topsoil enriched by charcoal, grading down in places, onto a lens of shell midden.
The soil profile from the crest of the spur and down the western slope, indicates the lens of
shell midden is variable in its thickness and clearly fades out down slope from the crest. The
midden lens is roughly equivalent with the interface between the A and B horizons, and bears
the majority of material evidence of occupation at this site, and to some degree comprises a
mixture of material from the A and B horizons.
A total of fourteen archaeological features were recorded. A plan of the excavated area with
the location of these features is presented below (see Figure 4) and details of each feature are
described below. A table summarising the information recorded for each feature is also presented in Appendix 1. The midden analysis statistics and the radiocarbon date for occupation
at the site are also presented below.
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Figure 3. Partial view of south baulk profile.

Feature descriptions
Features 1, 2 and 5
Three post-hole features, all of similar dimension, situated together in a linear
arrangement.
Features 3, 4, 7, and 13.
A clear linear arrangement is apparent between these four post-holes. F4 is distinct from
the other three, however, as it has a smaller diameter (4.5cm) in comparison to the other three
(18cm). It is possible that feature 4 is a modern stake hole. Nonetheless, features 3, 7, and 13 are
probably related as part of a larger structure.
Feature 6
A hearth feature with evidence of associated rake-out. Concentrations of fire cracked cooking stones were present within the black charcoal and shell rich matrix of the hearth feature.
The Weiti stream is the probable source of these cooking stones. Pipi (Paphies australis) were
the predominant shell type present, the common cockle (Austrovenus stutchburyi) was also
present in numbers. The rake out area comprised a ash/charcoal rich matrix with some shell
present (both burnt and unburnt). Samples of the matrix from within the hearth were sampled,
along with the charcoal and shell. Remains of two charred hinau seeds (Elaeocarpus dentatus)
(identified by Ewen Cameron, Curator of Botany at Auckland Museum).) were also recovered
from within the hearth matrix.
Feature 8
A simple hearth-scoop feature with a charcoal rich black matrix. No cooking stones were
present. A small concentration of shell material was evident, and was predominantly mud snail
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Figure 4 Areas marked in black show feature locations within the excavated area. Areas coloured
blue show the existing road line and the location of horse jumps and a disturbance slip zone caused
by horses. Note red colour feature F14 is the kumara pit found underlying features F9-12.
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Figure 5. Feature 6 with hearth and rake-out areas defined.

(Amphibola crenata) with occasional common cockle (Austrovenus stutchburyi). Samples of the
matrix from within the hearth were sampled, along with charcoal and shell.

Figure 6. Top of midden encompassing features 9-10-11-12 as exposed by mechanical digger.
Feature 7. Areas of hearth and rake-out exposed by excavation. Note cooking stones in wall of F10
hearth, and other cooking stones removed from F9 hearth (left side picture).

Features 9, 10, 11 and 12
The dense concentration of midden exposed on the crest of the spur was formed from a
complex group of four features; two fireplace/hearths and two large areas of rake out debris
surrounding the hearths. Each feature was defined and excavated separately. Their respective
locations are recorded on the survey-plan (see Figure 4) and in photos below. Two bulk midden
samples were taken, one from the hearth feature 10 and one from the rake out feature 11. The
two bulk samples were distinct in the degree to which the shell from each was fragmented. Shell
from the feature 10 sample was substantially crushed, and burnt shells were present. The feature 11 shells were typically whole and no evidence of burnt shells was present. Further midden
analysis statistics are presented below. Pipi shells (Paphies australis), taken from the feature 10
hearth were processed by the Waikato Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory for a radiocarbon age
and the results are presented below.
Feature 14
This kumara storage pit was identified after the excavation and complete removal of the
midden and hearth features (9-12), which overlay feature 14. A detailed view of the pit’s shape
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Figure 8. Feature 14, Kumara pit with entrance and drains.
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Figure 9. Feature 14 Kumara pit with entrance, drain lines and post hole visible.

and dimensions are given in Figure 8 below. The eastern side of this pit was not completely
excavated as it was partially disturbed by modern earthmoving and the placement of a horse
jump (shown in Figure 4). The pit was approximately 1.5 m wide and 0.5 m deep and contained
a mixed clay fill. The nature of the fill indicated a single, purposeful episode of filling indicating
that continued use of the site was intended — rather than abandonment The base of the pit was
originally dug through the B-horizon down to a white clay substratum. Drains, averaging 20
cm wide by 5-10 cm deep, were incised into the pit’s base running east-west and north-south
close to each of the sides. A post-hole was also present in the base, and was probably one of a
pair of post-holes used to support a roof over the pit. Excavation also revealed a depression had
been worn into the north-western end of the pit, this may have acted as the entrance area to the
pit, but without complete excavation of the pit this is not certain (see Figure 9).
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Figure 10. Photograph of profile of Feature 14 (kumara pit).

Midden analysis
Table 1. T11/454, feature 11 (rake out), bulk midden sample analysis		
Sieved fraction breakdown kg
%
comments		
5mm sieved fraction
3.8
63%
Whole shells predominant,
2mm sieved fraction
0.5
9%
crushed shells form minor
balance of fine sediment
1.7
28%
fraction in sample
Total sample weight
6
100%				
Shell species breakdown
		
Paphies australis
length (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
		
21–25
1
0.1
		
26–30
33
4.3
		
31–35
80
10.3
		
36–40
113
14.6
		
41–45
169
21.8
		
46–50
91
11.8
		
51–55
45
5.8
		
56-60
10
1.3
total		
509
65.8			
Austrovenus stutchburyi
width (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
		
25–29
7
0.9
		
20–24
79
10.2
		
15–19
113
14.6
		
10–14
12
1.6
total		
211
27.3			
Amphibola crenata
width (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
total
8–18
28
3.6 		
Struthiolaria papulosa
width (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
total
18–35
26
3.4
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Table 2. T11/454, feature 10 (hearth), bulk midden sample analysis
Sieved fraction breakdown kg
%
comments 	 	 
5mm sieved fraction
1.4
19	 
2mm sieved fraction
1.8
25
Midden shell fragmented.
balance of fine sediment
3.8
53
Burnt shell visible
oven stones
0.2
3 	 	 	 
Total sample weight
7.2 	 	 	 
Shell species breakdown (of whole shells recovered)	 	 
Paphies australis
length (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
 		
31–35
1
5
 		
41–45
3
15
 		
51–55
2
10
total 	 	
6
30 	 	 	 
Austrovenus stutchburyi
width (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
 		
20–24
7
35
 		
15–19
4
20
 		
10–14
2
10
total 	 	
13
65 	 	 	 
Struthiolaria papulosa
width (mm) # shells
% combined shell total
 		
14
1
5	 
Radiocarbon date
The uncalibrated radiometric determination on shells (Paphies australis) recovered from feature 10 (hearth) is 701� ��
± �����������������
30 BP (Wk20304).
Calibration of the Wk20304 date into calendar years based on the marine calibration curve
and a delta-R value of -7 ± 45, returns a wide date range (68.2% probability) between 1530AD
and 1660AD. Radiocarbon dating is unable to give precise dates of occupation. Instead the
results indicate that the site was lived on for a period between certain defined limits. The range
of dates does not suggest that the site was occupied for the entire time.
Appendix 2 contains a copy of the age determination report from Waikato University
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory along with a graphical representation of the calibrated curve
and probability of calibrated date.
The calibrated date indicates the feature 10 (hearth) and associated features (9, 11 and 12)
was utilized some time around 1600AD. Although this date relates to the second identified
phase of the occupation of the site (see below) it is very probable that both identified phases fall
within the range of the calibrated radiocarbon age.
Excavations by Felgate (2005) of site T11/981, located just north of T11/454 returned contemporaneous radiocarbon dates (Wk17620: 711 ± 35 BP calibrated to 1540AD– 1640AD (68.2%);
delta-R value of -7 ± 11), indicating that this whole ridgeline was occupied over a very similar
time, approximately 400-450 years ago.
Interpretation
Very little archaeological survey has occurred in the Whitianga Harbour catchment and most
of that has been on an ad-hoc basis, which diminishes its value for understanding the settlement pattern around the harbour. However, the forest compartments along the eastern margin
of what is known as the Weiti Block of Whangapoua Forest have been subject to archaeological survey in the past (Nugent and Nugent 1977, Taylor and Sutton 1985) as well as recent
archaeological survey relating to the management of archaeological sites during harvesting and
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Figure 11. Archaeological site distribution in the surrounding parts of Whangapoua Forest.
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replanting. The area has also been the subject of an archaeological investigation of part of the
archaeological site on the main ridge above T11/454 in 2005 by Felgate (n.d.).
The results of the surveys are shown in Figure 11 and show that T11/454 is part of a complex of sites clustered on the ridges forming the western margin of the flood-plain between the
hills and Whitianga Harbour. Even though archaeological surveys have only focused on surface visible evidence pits have been identified in five of the other sites along the margin of the
hills, including T11/981. Significantly buried remains of kumara pits have been found in both
T11/981 and T11/454 where none were visible on the surface and it likely that buried kumara
pits are ubiquitous among the other identified archaeological sites. Given the presence of pits
and the ready access to suitable soils for growing kumara it was probably this activity that was
a primary cultural and economic focus for the occupants of the sites.
As well as the situation of the site complex on the ridges on the edge of the flood-plain
T11/454’s location at the mouth of the Weiti Valley also places it within that physiographic
zone. Immediately opposite T11/454 two areas of shell midden (along with other sub-surface
archaeological features), T11/939 and T11/940, have been located close to the toes of spurs, and
these together with T11/454 form a recognisable settlement pattern at the mouth of the valley.
Above T11/939 and T11/940 on the crest of the ridge forming the southern side of the valley
there is a small to medium sized pa (T11/941) which overlooks the Whangamaroro flood-plain,
the swamp and dune plain now occupied by the township of Whitianga and out to Mercury
Bay. Further up the valley two other archaeological sites have been identified (T11/904 and
T11/905) on the lower spurs on the southern side of the valley. T11/905 was a single pit visible
on the surface, and T11/904 was a pair of terraces with a pair of pits on a flatter part of the
spur above them. Given the presence of kumara storage pits at both sites the association with
kumara cultivation as a significant focus appears strengthened further.
Although no other kumara storage pits are visible on the surface of T11/454 the results of
the investigations from this site and T11/981 show that these pits are often filled and leave no
surface trace. The results of the excavation of T11/981 and elsewhere, in the authors’ experience, show that most kumara pits are not visible on the surface. Therefore it can be expected
that other pits will be present elsewhere in T11/454. The presence of shell midden on the flanks
of the spur indicates that food preparation and dumping was occurring over the full length of
the spur crest.
The presence of a kumara pit directly underlying the concentrated midden deposit suggests
at least two phases of occupation at the site. The first phase involved creation and use of the
kumara pit. The second phase saw use of the immediate area over the pit as a cooking area and
midden dumping ground. The time period separating the first and second phase of occupation
is not clear, however, it was probably brief, less than a decade and possibly as little as 1 or 2 years
or even during the same episode of occupation.
Given the evidence for food preparation along the entire length of the site and the likelihood of further pits on the site there remains the possibility that the two functions; as a place
for kumara storage, and as a place for domestic occupation were separate and discrete episodes
of occupation, i.e. the domestic phase of use only occurred when the use of the site for kumara
storage ended. The other possibility is that both occurred simultaneously: both pits and domestic activities were present at the same time and that the foci for the different functions varied as
pits were dispensed with and new ones built. The extent of the excavation does not allow this to
be addressed, but the authors’ believe the second model to be the more probable.
The presence of kumara pits allows the seasonality of occupation to be considered to some
degree because they tie the site in to the seasonal cycle of kumara growing. Pits were used
to store the harvested crop until needed for eating or for re-planting the crop. Kumara were
traditionally harvested in autumn and stored through winter in pits with planting of the seed
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kumara in the second half of spring. This indicates the site was used at least from autumn to
spring. Use of the site through summer cannot be discounted, at least by those tending the
crop.
As noted above T11/454 is close to suitable soil for growing kumara and it should be noted
that soils for growing kumara are very limited on Coromandel Peninsula and so would have
constituted a valuable resource in itself, as well as the growing crop.
Although only half of the kumara storage pit was excavated the pit had a similar form to
others reported from the Coromandel Peninsula. Felgate (2006) identified 10 pits during the
mitigation investigation of part of T11/981, but only two of these were excavated and both had
a system of floor drains the same as Feature 14. Furey (1987) reported the same phenomenon
identified during the investigation of two archaeological sites in the Brier Block of Whangapoua
Forest, which is on the western side of the range at the head of Coromandel Harbour. Seven
of the ten pits investigated contained floor drains. Similarly, of the four pits investigated at
T11/751 (Whangapoua Beach) all had floor drains, which inter-connected between three of the
pits (Gumbley, in prep). This is clearly a response to the otherwise poorly draining clay soil.
Such drains are absent from storage pits in the Bay of Plenty, which are excavated into the deep
and well drained tephra-based loams found there.
Shell from an exposed concentrated midden deposit was dated and indicates occupation at
this site began some time between 1530-1660AD, or roughly between 470-350 years ago. The
large time gap of this estimation is due to the effect of the marine calibration curve which limits
the resolution of dating specific events within this period.
All other recorded archaeological features at this site are assumed to be at least contemporaneous with the ���������������������������������������������������������������������������
Wk20304 date, or are perhaps later components of the sites occupation. The
resolution in dating material belonging to this period of New Zealand’s history makes it difficult to precisely determine the age-relationship of these features.
The radiocarbon date Wk17620: 1540 (68.2%) 1640, reported by Felgate (2005) for site
T11/981, which is located a short distance north of T11/454, along the same ridgeline, indicates
that occupation of this ridge was effectively a contemporaneous process.
Summary
Although a very limited investigation both in the proportion of the site investigated and also
the part of the site investigated we can say the following:
• The site was intimately associated with the gardening or kumara and the seasonal cycle
associated with it.
• The site had at least two phases of occupation, the construction and use of kumara storage
pits, and the undertaking of domestic activities with food preparation the most prominent
in the area investigated.
• The occupation of the sites probably lasted from autumn to spring, if not all year round
— although there is no evidence of year-round.
• As well as kumara gardening the occupants also relied on the exploitation of the shell-fish
resources available in Whitianga Harbour (note: no fish remains were identified but it would
be surprising if further investigation of the midden deposits did not identify any).
• The site was occupied some time in the period 1530 AD to 1660 AD.
• The site is part of an extensive set of occupation sites on the edge of the hills, which probably
all shared the same economic focus.
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Appendix 1. Summary of archaeological features at site T11-454
Feature type Dimensions
Fill
F1 Post hole
22 cm diameter,
Dark yellow-brown
		
44 cm deep, postmixed clay, topsoil,
		
mould 11cm
charcoal.
		
diameter
F2 Post hole
21 cm diameter,
Dark yellow-brown
		
38 cm deep
mixed clay, topsoil,
			
charcoal
F3 Post hole
18 cm diameter,
Mixed soil charcoal
		
50 cm deep
and shell
F4 Stake hole
4.5 cm square,
Dark grey/brown
		
30 cm deep
sediment
F5 Post hole
21 cm diameter,
Soft grey/brown
		
34 cm deep
mix topsoil, subsoil,
			
clay + occasionally
			
burnt shell
F6 Fireplace/
60 x 70 cm,
Black matrix, charcoal
hearth – umu 20 cm deep
rich, conc. of fire
			
cracked rocks and shell
F7 Post hole
18 cm diameter,
Dark grey/brown
		
13 cm deep
sediment, shell,
			
fire cracked rocks
F8 Fireplace/
55 x 75 cm,
Black matrix,
hearth (scoop) 20 cm deep
charcoal and shell
F9 Fireplace/
60 cm diameter,
Black matrix, charcoal
hearth (scoop) 20 cm deep
rich, conc. of fire
			
cracked rocks and shell
F10 Fireplace/
70–75cm diameter, Black matrix,
hearth
20 cm deep
charcoal rich, conc.
			
of fire cracked rocks
			
and burnt and
			
fragmented shell
F11 Rake-out
approx.15 cm deep High proportion of
			
black sediment
				
				
				
				
F12 Rake-out
approx. 15 cm deep		
				
F13 Post hole
18 cm diameter, 		
		
35 cm deep		
F14 Kumara Pit
150 cm wide,
Dark yellow-brown
		
50 cm deep
mixed clay, white
			
tephra, charcoal
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Comments
Post mould clearly visible

Square shaped possibly
modern

Predominantly pipi
Shells from midden
above
Predominantly mudsnail
Predominantly pipi and
cockle
Steep sided scoop feature
with oven-stones lining
parts of edge.
Predominantly pipi and
cockle
Irregular feature associated with F10.
Predominantly pipi and
cockle. Surface shell
crushed, whole shells
toward base. Sample 1
Irregular feature associated with F9. Sample 2
Identified in south baulk
profile.
Entrance from NW
corner of pit. Base of pit
marked by white tephra
layer. Drains in N and S
sides running E–W. One
posthole
15
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